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Abstract—Machine learning models of visual action recognition
are typically trained and tested on data from specific situations
where actions are associated with certain objects. It is an open
question how action-object associations in the training set influ-
ence a model’s ability to generalize beyond trained situations. We
set out to identify properties of training data that lead to action
recognition models with greater generalization ability. To do this,
we take inspiration from a cognitive mechanism called cross-
situational learning, which states that human learners extract the
meaning of concepts by observing instances of the same concept
across different situations. We perform controlled experiments
with various types of action-object associations, and identify key
properties of action-object co-occurrence in training data that
lead to better classifiers. Given that these properties are missing
in the datasets that are typically used to train action classifiers in
the computer vision literature, our work provides useful insights
on how we should best construct datasets for efficiently training
for better generalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teaching computer vision systems to recognize actions poses
a challenging generalization problem because the same action
can be applied to many target objects, including those not in
the training dataset. For example, the top row of Figure 1A
shows three instances of the “grab” action. If trained on these
instances, the learning system needs to learn that “grab” is
the action applied to an object, not a property of any of these
specific objects (bottle, purse, box) themselves. Generalization
in action recognition models requires recognizing all instances
of an action in the real world, including on target objects not
seen during training.

While many action recognition techniques have been pro-
posed in the computer vision literature, the vast majority
of this work introduces new algorithms or neural network
models. However, a fundamental open question that has not
yet been explored in depth is how the structural properties
of training datasets affect the accuracy and generalization of
action recognition models. Most existing action recognition
datasets have very limited or specific action categories, each
associated with very few unique objects. For example, Kinetics-
700 [1] includes the highly-specific picking blueberries action;
to recognize this action, the model could simply learn to
detect blueberries instead of a general representation of the
“picking” action. In the current study, our goal is to explore
how the structure of the training dataset affects a model’s
ability to learn generalizable representations of actions, which

Fig. 1. We take inspiration from the cognitive mechanism of cross-situational
learning to investigate how to best design action recognition training data.
(A) Each action is applied to multiple objects, so cross-situational learning
can identifying common elements belonging to the action. (B) Each action is
applied to the same object, so cross-situational learning can learn to ignore the
identity of the object and focus on properties of different actions. (C) These
two kinds of cross-situational statistics are represented in an action-object
matrix. The challenge in action recognition is to efficiently train models from
these action-object co-occurrences so that it can generalize to actions on
objects not seen in training.

could help to better design training data collection when
developing action recognition systems. Towards this end, we
created training datasets containing different action-object co-
occurrence statistics and compared model performances.

To create such training datasets, we take inspiration from cog-
nitive science and developmental psychology. Cross-situational
learning [2] is a general learning mechanism suggesting that
human learners can learn a concept better if they are presented
with instances of the concept in many different conditions.
Imagine how a young child learns the meaning of a new
object that she has never seen before — “ball,” for example.
After seeing the object in different contexts while hearing the
word “ball,” the child could discover that while the word is



heard when many other objects are also present, it consistently
accompanies a round, bouncy object.

This cognitive ability to use co-occurrence statistics to
discover reliable patterns across contexts can be applied to
learning more complicated concepts such as actions represent-
ing relations between objects. For example, if the learner hears
“cutting” while viewing multiple instances of cutting apples,
it is unclear if the word refers to the action or the object,
since both appear in all learning instances. But if the learner
hears the word “cutting” while viewing instances of cutting
meat, cutting apples, and cutting sheets of paper, it may be
easier to understand that the action of cutting is the common
element, and that the specific objects (meat, apple, paper) are
not important and should be ignored [3, 4].

Inspired by the principles of cross-situational learning
demonstrated in human learners [2], this paper investigates how
to effectively structure action-object cross-situational statistics
so that machine learning models can better recognize actions
and make generalizations. In the real world, some objects are
often acted on by many possible actions while others are not.
For example, many “common” objects (e.g., box, chopsticks,
beef, etc.) can be the target of the action grasp, but only some
“unique” objects (e.g., beef, chicken, mushrooms, etc.) can be
the target of the action roast. Based on these observations, two
types of co-occurrence statistics were created in the current
study: (1) same-action-to-different-objects (Figure 1A) and (2)
different-actions-to-same-object (Figure 1B). To study how the
two types of action-object statistics affect recognition perfor-
mance, we systematically created multiple training datasets
containing different combinations of the common and unique
objects for each action. We trained multiple state-of-the-art
action classifiers and compared classification accuracy across
different training datasets and across different models.

In contrast to previous studies reporting overall accuracy,
the experiments in this paper were conducted in a much
more rigorous way by dividing testing video instances into
three categories: (1) generalization to instances containing
common objects in the training data, (2) generalization to
instances containing unique objects in the training data, and
(3) generalization to instances containing unseen objects which
never appeared in the training data. This systematic testing
method allows us to understand the generalization ability of
the models in a fine-grained manner.

Contributions. In short, our paper has three main contribu-
tions:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first
to introduce the human learning principle of cross-
situational learning to the machine learning community
for addressing action recognition.

2) We perform systematic experiments on both training and
testing data to theoretically investigate the effects of
different action-object co-occurrences on generalization.

3) We demonstrate that having more common objects across
different actions in the training data improves recognition
performance for unseen action-object instances, while

having objects uniquely tied with an action has only
limited contribution to generalization.

Taken together, these contributions may provide practical
guidelines on how to to better construct efficient training data
when developing future action recognition systems.

II. RELATED WORK

Broadly speaking, our work is related to affordance, which
refers to the property of an object that elicits human actions [5].
Our work is also related to cross-situational learning, and many
studies [6, 7, 8] on it have been conducted in the field of
developmental learning and robotics. Our study also builds
on other work that has used insights from developmental
psychology to try to improve computer vision. For example,
several studies [9, 10, 11] have analyzed videos collected from
cameras mounted on heads of toddlers, and have demonstrated
that children’s visual perspectives have important structural
properties that may help inform how to better train computer
vision models of object recognition. We have similar motivation
to them, and apply cross-situational learning into the design of
training data for computer vision models of action recognition.

III. METHODOLOGY

Many action recognition datasets in computer vision (e.g.,
UCF101 [12] and Kinetics [1]) treat action-object pairs as
action classes, such that the concepts of object and actions are
entangled. For example, Kinetics includes “cleaning toilet” and
“cleaning windows” as two distinct action classes, and no other
action classes include the “toilet” or “window” objects. Models
trained on such a dataset would find it nearly impossible to
generalize to “cleaning” on novel objects, because the learning
problem can be solved simply by recognizing the presence of
toilets or windows.

We argue that actions and objects need to be treated as
different sets of labels in order to learn abstract knowledge
from their co-occurrence. Epic Kitchens [13] and Something-
Something [14] annotate actions and objects separately. Epic
Kitchens is biased to kitchen environments while Something-
Something [14] is more general, so we leverage Something-
Something for our experiments.

This section explains how we model and manipulate action-
object co-occurrences for training and testing action classifiers.
We investigate two primary types of structure while training
action classifiers, and four types of testing, as we summarize in
Table I and Figure 2 and describe in the next sections. These
experimental settings allow us to apply the cross-situational
learning in a principled manner.

A. Action-object co-occurrence for training

While the real world has complex interactions between
actions and objects, we believe the key elements of action-
object co-occurrence for training action classifiers lie in two
extreme types of interaction – unique and common. For example,
in a kitchen environment, put is common because it can be
used on almost any object (carrot, paper, spoon, etc.), whereas
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Fig. 2. Modeling the essence of training/testing co-occurrences for action recognition. See Table I for more detail.

TABLE I
TERMINOLOGY WE USE FOR OUR ACTION-OBJECT STATISTICS IN TRAINING AND TESTING.

train common instances with objects that are used in training and they co-occur with all of the actions.
unique instances are used in training, and they only co-occur with a particular action.

test

common instances contain common objects and will be used at test.

unique self instances contain unique objects for that action.
other instances contain unique objects for other actions.

unseen instances with objects that are never used in training with any associated action.

cut is unique because it is mostly only used with some objects
(carrot, cabbage, apples, etc).

To illustrate this, let us think about a simplified world with
only three actions (take, cut, and throw), and consider Figure 2-
(a)-Train. Each action has a single and distinct object category
associated with it; we refer to these as unique objects. In the
example, pear, paper, and key are the unique object of take,
cut, and throw, respectively. In Figure 2-(b)-Train, both pear
and paper are used with all three actions, so these are common
objects. Lastly, training data can have both common and unique
objects, as in Figure 2-(c)-Train.

B. Action-object co-occurrence for testing

After training action classifiers with datasets that consist of
examples with combinations of common and unique objects,
we need to evaluate the performance of the models using some
held-out instances of action-object pairs. When evaluating, we
identify each testing action-object pair as one of four types
with respect to the training data:

• Common testing objects are those whose category is
common in the training data.

• Unseen testing objects are never used in the training, and
are important for measuring the generalization ability of
the model.

• Unique-self testing objects are those for which the object
category is unique in the training set and the action-object
pair was seen in training.

• Unique-other testing objects, which are also critical to
test the generalization ability of the models, are those for
which the object category is unique in the training set but
the action-object pair was not seen in training.

As an example, suppose that our training data consists
only of cut-onions and roast-chicken instances. There are no
possible common testing objects in this example since their
are no common objects in the training set. Unseen action-
object testing pairs could include cut-apples or roast-duck,
since these objects were not seen in the training set. Unique-
self testing objects would include when onion is evaluated
with cut and chicken with roast, since these pairs appeared in
training. Unique-other would include when the object onion is
tested with roast (and chicken with cut), since these instances
never appeared in training.

C. Manipulations and Assumptions

Of course, these are simplified models of the complex action-
object statistics in the real world. However, for the purpose of
systematically studying the effect of action-object structure in
training data, we believe that the above abstraction captures
the essence of the co-occurrences. We can then manipulate
the number of unique and common objects in the training set,
and evaluate on the four types of objects (common, unique-
self, unique-others, and unseen). These manipulation patterns
are carefully designed so that we can meaningfully compare
performances of the trained models.

Importantly, our aim is to identify general principles that
are not dependent on specific actions or objects. We therefore
make a number of assumptions. First, we use actions with
the same level of concreteness so that we can factor out
inherent differences between actions. For example, repair is
less concrete than put or grasp and involves many different
sub-actions (potentially including put and grasp), so we do
not use it. Second, for each experiment, we arrange so that all
actions have the same number of common objects and the same



number of unique objects. Third, we assume that instances
of the same object category have relatively little within-class
variation and that each object instance equally contributes to
the action classifier if it is added to the training set.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

To conduct experiments into the cross-situational learning
of action recognition models, we need a dataset that has dense
action-object co-occurrences — where actions are not tied to
specific objects, and there is a wide variety of target objects for
each action. Since most existing datasets have specific action-
object ties or very sparse co-occurrence matrices, so we had to
tailor them for our needs. We use Something-Something [14]
because it includes a wide variety of action-object pairs in
many contexts. However, the dataset has more than 100 action
categories with different levels of granularity, and the co-
occurrence matrix is quite sparse. Hence, we selected a subset
of actions and objects in order to facilitate our controlled
experimentation.

For making the dense subset, we started with the 10 merged
action classes provided by the dataset. We sub-sampled the
objects and actions by using a greedy algorithm with a
minimum threshold on the frequency and the proportion of
non-zero elements per row and per column of the co-occurrence
matrix. Figure 3 shows a sub-sampled co-occurrence matrix
in which 5 actions and 30 objects are selected. Note that all
cells are filled with at least 10 instances. We keep objects #21
to #30 as unseen objects for testing, and sample common and
unique objects from the rest for training. We bias the sampling
in order to obtain approximately the same number of instances
for each non-zero cell in the training matrix, to try to mitigate
the effect of the class imbalance. Unless otherwise noted, we
sample a total number of 375 instances (i.e., we have 375
training samples by default) for each training matrix, which
means 75 instances per action class. We do the sampling ten
times, in each case training an action classifier, and report
the mean accuracy and 95% confidence intervals. Our default
action classifier is a 3D-ResNet18 [15], which takes a video
clip as input and outputs one of the five actions selected above.
We use PyTorch’s default 3D-ResNet18 implementation and
make the source code available.1

Throughout the following sections, we report accuracies of
multi-way action classification problems. We do not report
object recognition results because that is not our goal: our
goal is to recognize an action regardless of whether the
accompanying object was used for training or not.

B. Effects of action-object statistics

We first investigate the effects of training with either
unique objects only or common objects only. We also apply
combinations of both unique and common objects to investigate
the synergistic effects between them.

1http://vision.soic.indiana.edu/cross-situational-action-recognition/

1) Unique Objects: We gradually increase the number of
unique objects from one to four and observe the effect on
model performance. Figure 4-(a) presents the results, showing
accuracies of three testing conditions (unseen, unique-self, and
unique-other). Regardless of the number of unique objects,
the accuracies for the unique-self objects are always high, the
accuracies of unseen cases are lower, and unique-others are
the lowest. This suggests that the model mostly memorizes the
objects instead of actually learning the essential properties of
the actions themselves: the model can classify the action very
well only if the same action-object was seen in training samples,
which is a severe drawback in practice. Increasing the number
of unique objects improves the performance for unseen and
unique-other cases, and decreases the performance for unique-
self objects. The reason for the decrease could be that as the
number of unique objects increases, the model has to memorize
more objects under the same action category, although simply
remembering objects is not a desirable behavior.

2) Common Objects: Figure 4-(b) shows the results of 1
to 5 common objects. The test accuracy on common objects
is always higher than on unseen objects. This shows that the
model can better recognize the action if it has seen instances
of the object associated with the action. The accuracy for
testing common objects decreases as we increase the number
of training common objects, because the model must remember
more action-object combinations, making the task harder.

In contrast, the accuracy on unseen objects increases up to
three and then reaches a plateau. This suggests that having
more common objects in the training data increases the model’s
generalization ability. We conjecture two reasons for the plateau
at three: (1) the task is to choose one of just five actions, so three
common objects may already be sufficiently cross-situational
for the model, or (2) we use the object category as a single
concept but the visual variation inside each category is high
enough so adding a single category contributes much more
diversity than we might expect.

3) Common and Unique Objects: How about the comparison
between common and unique objects? We can compare the
unseen object accuracy to check this. The models trained from
unique objects (Figure 4-(a)) have lower unseen accuracy than
the models trained from common objects (Figure 4-(b)). This
indicates that common objects are more helpful for capturing
the meaning of actions than unique objects. Then, how about
the synergy between them? If we add some unique objects to
the common objects, would they introduce additional diversity
into the training set and help build stronger models? To answer
this, we added one to three unique objects into each case
of common objects only. The results are shown in Figure 5.
Except for the case of the single common object, adding unique
objects did not affect the results. However, interestingly, adding
unique objects slightly improved the accuracy of unseen and
unique-others for the case of a single common object. This
suggests that adding unique objects is helpful if it is used for
the case of very limited common objects.

http://vision.soic.indiana.edu/cross-situational-action-recognition/


Fig. 3. Co-occurrence matrix showing frequencies of action-object instances in our dataset, which we sub-sampled from the Something-Something dataset.

Fig. 4. (a) Accuracies of three testing conditions, i.e., unseen, unique-self, and
unique-other given that the number of common objects is 0, while increasing
the number of unique objects. The plot shows that increasing unique objects
does not really help for generalization. (b) Accuracies of two testing conditions,
i.e., common and unseen, given number of unique objects is 0, while increasing
the number of common objects. The plot shows that a greater number of
common objects results in better unseen accuracy.

C. Effect of Quantity

We have used the same total number of instances for all
the experiments so far because we wanted to study the effects
of training data quality rather than quantity. However, deep
learning generally benefits from having as many training
examples as possible, so we also experimented with different
numbers of total instances. Given that unique objects are not
very helpful, we investigated the effect of quantity by re-running
the common object experiments with different numbers of
total instances, and evaluating the unseen accuracy, which
measures generalization. Figure 6 shows the results. As we
expected, larger training data sizes indeed improve performance.
However, sometimes the effect of having common objects is
more important than quantity: for example, the accuracy of four
common objects with a total of 375 examples is higher than a
single common object with a total of 750 examples. Overall,
except for the case of 125 instances, we observe the same
trend that more common objects improves accuracy. For the
case of 125, presumably because the total number of instances
is too low, controlling the quality does not really matter.

D. Effect of Models

How general are our results across different specific action
recognition models? To investigate this, we perform experi-
ments similar to Sec. IV-B with three additional models: (1)
3D-ResNet18-Flow, which keeps the same CNN but feeds
in optical flow frames instead of RGB, (2) SlowFast [16],
a variant of two stream networks which has low frame-rate
(slow) and high frame-rate (fast) pathways fused by lateral
connections to model spatial and temporal information, and
(3) Spatial Temporal Interaction Networks (STIN) [17], a
graph convolution model applied to objects in each video frame,
tracking the hands and objects represented with position and
size without any visual information.

For implementation, we use the same PyTorch default model
of 3D-ResNet18, but simply add optical flow as an additional
input, and call it 3D-ResNet18-Flow. For SlowFast and STIN,
use implementations provided by the respective authors.2 3

With the notable exception of STIN, which we will discuss
later, we found that our conclusions about the important
properties of training set structure did not vary across these
models: common objects are very helpful while unique objects
are not. However, we did find several differences in the
accuracies between test types across models. To illustrate
this point, we show the case of a single common object
with 0 to 3 unique objects in Fig 7. ResNet with optical
flow has better performance, which makes sense since it is
difficult for it to overfit on object appearance information.
Hence, the accuracy differences between seen action-object
combinations (i.e., common and unique-self) and unseen action-
object combinations (i.e., unseen and unique-others) are smaller
than the others except for STIN. SlowFast has a similar trend
as ResNet RGB, but it has more gaps between seen action-
object combinations (i.e., common and unique-self) and unseen
action-object combinations (i.e., unseen and unique-others),
suggesting less generalization ability.

STIN generally has better performance on all four testing
types than others. This model is fundamentally different from
others: it uses the tracked bounding boxes of hand and object (a

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/SlowFast
3https://github.com/joaanna/something else

https://github.com/facebookresearch/SlowFast
https://github.com/joaanna/something_else


Fig. 5. Different combinations of common and unique objects. Adding common unique objects has limited effect on generalization.

Fig. 6. Accuracy tested on unseen object categories improves as we increase
the number of common objects for various size of training datasets.

single category called object, not specific object names) so it has
an inductive bias to perform well on unseen objects. However,
we should note that this comparison may not be fair to others,
since STIN was specifically designed with the Something-
Something dataset in mind, while the others were designed
for different video classification datasets like Kinetics, and are
applicable for a broader range of video classification problems.
Moreover, the model relies on an object detector and a tracker
to generate inputs; if no objects are detected in the video,
the model immediately fails. We found that the data of the
object bounding boxes provided by STIN does not cover all the
video clips, and the boxes of a small number of video clips are
missing, which may be caused by the failure of object detection
or tracking. We had to exclude these video clips without tracked
bounding boxes for the STIN experiments, so the test accuracy
is not computed on exactly the same sets as others, which
may be an unfair comparison if the detection/tracking failures
correlated with the difficulty of action recognition.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper considers machine learning of action recognition
through the lens of a cognitive mechanism of human learning
called cross-situational learning. We investigated the effect of
varying the statistics of the action-object pairs that make up the
training data of action recognition models. More specifically,
we sampled training data from action-object co-occurrence
matrices having different statistics and compared the resulting
performances of the trained models. We also carefully evaluated
the models with four different types of test action-object

statistics. Our results indicate that having common objects
across different actions is important to learn generalizable
action recognition while having objects unique to actions
does not contribute much. While this finding is intuitive, it is
important because most current mainstream training datasets
for action recognition in computer vision have few common
objects across different actions.

Our study focuses on the effects of various types of structures
in the training data on the accuracy and generalizability of
trained action classifiers. This work is theoretically motivated
and complementary to many empirically motivated studies that
are engineering state-of-the-art deep neural networks assuming
that the training data is already given. Instead of simply viewing
an action training dataset as a monolithic set of training
examples, we argue that researchers should view training
datasets as having an important structure that significantly
impacts the accuracy of trained classifiers. Our study provided
new insights regarding how we should design the training data,
what kind of data is suitable for training models, and how we
should evaluate the models. Inspired by the cross-situational
learning principles, we argued that: (1) training data should be
designed based on the structure of action-object co-occurrences,
(2) designing the dataset with common objects across different
actions is key, and (3) evaluating with four specific types of
action-object statistics yields important insight. Our study made
a first step in examining the structure of the training dataset. We
hope it that it will inspire more work that investigates how to
design ideal training data for efficiently training generalizable
action recognition models.
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Fig. 7. Test accuracies over four different models. Overall we observe relatively similar trends except for STIN, which turned out to have better generalization
ability than others.
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